Tech/Smart will discover that Cloud Voice is the answer for many telephony challenges. With the company’s growth in recent years, it is important for Tech/Smart to make sure that it can offer a consistent, secure experience for all users everywhere in the world, and even have access to their own voice data. Cloud Voice allows Tech/Smart to keep all of its telephony systems in one place, allowing it to manage and intelligently scale with demand. With Cloud Voice, it can make it easy for users to work remotely. Tech/Smart management wants to focus on its core business priorities, and Cloud Voice helps to do this by providing a consistent, secure experience for all users.

BluSpoke Legal encountered challenges when trying to upgrade and replace their out-dated phone systems. Their previous phone system was not supported by the manufacturer, and they were facing increased call volume. BluSpoke Legal was looking for an alternative solution to their phone system, and Cloud Voice was the answer.

Ornament Bank was facing challenges with their traditional multi-line desk phones. During the busy call volume periods, it was difficult for employees to answer calls. They also had an expensive system with traditional PBX equipment. In addition, Ornament Bank had separate systems for different locations, making it difficult to manage and control. Cloud Voice was the solution to these challenges.

Contact Insurance needs to provide a great experience and make it easy to connect to other contact insurance employees. With Cloud Voice, they are able to provide a consistent experience for all users, even those who work remotely. Cloud Voice provides a consistent, secure experience for all users.

Whether you’re adapting to new, flexible ways of working, looking to reduce costs, or needing to standardize and improve your collaboration toolset, our Cloud Voice solutions can cover all your voice and customer experience requirements, allowing you to focus on your core business priorities. Check out these example scenarios showing how adding a robust cloud voice solution to Microsoft Teams, Webex or other platforms can lead to communications success.